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Places & Times
Class T, Th 2:30–3:45 pm PAIS 290
Labs T 4–4:50,5–5:50,6–6:50 pm Tarbuon 120A Parowczenko

W 9–9:50,10–10:50,11–11:50 am Tarbuon 120A Pierce
Th 4–4:50,5–5:50,6–6:50 pm Tarbuon 120A Smiles

Teaching Assistants

Jonathan Smiles jonathan.smiles@emory.edu F 12:30–1:30 pm
Andrew Pierce awpierc@emory.edu W 1–2 pm
Christina Parowczenko cparowc@emory.edu M 13:30–14:30 pm

Offices are in C Tarbuon.

Course Description and Objectives
is course is designed to introduce students to the style of analytic thinking re-
quired for research in the social sciences; the concepts and procedures used in the
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conduct of empirical political science research; and the use of computers for analy-
sis of quantitative social science data. In short, this course teaches a set of skills that
are essential for both understanding the research you will encounter in later politi-
cal science classes, and being able to produce high-quality original research of your
own. Beyond simply learning how to be a more critical participant in public affairs,
by the end of the semester, you will also be beer-prepared for career opportunities
using statistical tools and the products thereof.

We will cover the principles of the scientific method as applied to the study of
politics, emphasizing an approach to understanding politics that uses generalizing
theory and testable hypotheses. e first part of the course addresses critical issues
in the design of empirical tests of theories about political phenomena, including
sample selection, concept definition and measurement, and types of data collection.
e remainder of the course focuses on a variety of techniques for analyzing quanti-
tative political data, from simple descriptive statistics, data visualization, to tabular
data analysis, tests of bivariate association, and multiple linear regression models.

is is an applied course that draws on dozens of real political science appli-
cations and research examples when introducing each concept and technique. e
course strongly favors practice (e.g., choice of appropriate statistical procedure, di-
agnostics, interpretation) over theory (mathematical derivations and proofs). You
do not need any more math background than high school algebra for this course
Instead, you will learn real, practical skills in using statistical soware, identify-
ing which approaches to take for different kinds of problems, and interpreting the
sometimes conflicting and confusing results reported in both academic journals and
in the popular press.

POLS  is mandatory for majors in Political Science or International Studies
at Emory University. e department strongly encourages all students to take this
course during their first two years to prepare themselves for upper-level course-
work.

Grading and Evaluation
Course grades will be based on homework (% for assignments pre-midterm, %
for assignments post-midterm), a midterm (%), and a final (%). Homework as-
signments will be assigned on an almost weekly frequency, although specific dates
are subject to the progress of the course.

Books
e following texts are required for this course:





• Alan Agresti and Barbara Finlay. . Statistical methods for the social sci-
ences. th. Pearson Prentice Hall

• Paul M. Kellstedt and Guy D. Whien. . e Fundamentals of Political
Science Research. nd. Cambridge University Press

For both textbooks, the previous edition is largely compatible and can be used.

Policies
Aendance and class preparation
Aendance is mandatory in this class. is includes coming to class on time. e
exams will cover both what is included in the readings and what is taught in lecture.
Since not everything I discuss in class will be in the course reading material, you
will be at a significant disadvantage if you miss class. You are also responsible for
consulting the syllabus and reading all of the assigned chapters and articles prior
to each class. Doing so will considerably increase the value to you of the class
meetings. You must aend your assigned lab session.

Missed exams
Missed exams may be re-taken under the following circumstances only:

. Death in the immediate family (parent, spouse, sibling) within two weeks
before the exam.

. Participation in an official Emory-sponsored academic or sporting event.
. Unforeseeable medical emergency affecting yourself, your spouse, or your

child (something beyond feeling under the weather—car accident, major sick-
ness, or the like).

Conflicts with a work schedule and leaving for a non-academic trip or vacation are
not an excuse to miss an exam or any other assignment in this class; I suggest that
you consult the course schedule in advance and drop the course if you cannot be
present for the classes and assignments. A valid excuse for missing or rescheduling
an exam requires confirmation from the Office for Undergraduate Education.

Late work
All work is late if submied aer the date and time specified as the due date. As-
signments handed in late will result in a penalty of  percentage points per day
(from % to %, and so on). Assignments handed in more than three calendar
days late will receive a grade of zero. To ensure fairness, this policy will be strictly
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enforced. Exceptions under the conditions above may be made, but will require at
least  hours advance permission from the instructor.

Academic misconduct and Collaboration
Students are expected to follow the Emory College Honor Code at all times, par-
ticularly with respect to issues of honesty and aribution; for more information,
please consult http://www.college.emory.edu/current/standards/honor_code.html.
Any suspected academic misconduct—including possible instances of plagiarism—
will be handled exactly according to the procedures outlined in the Honor Code.

Students may discuss homework assignments in pairs or small groups, however,
all work must be individually wrien and all results and figures individually gen-
erated. You may give each other advice or help point out coding errors, but in the
end you must carry out the work yourself. Occasionally, a student will email their
work to friends to show how they completed a problem. If, as sometimes happens,
a friend simply copies text or graphs into his or her own paper, both students will
be cited for academic honesty violations.

Office Hours and Email Policy
e large size of this class makes it necessary for me to maintain a very strict policy
with respect to email. If you have questions about the class that are of a procedu-
ral nature—for example, regarding aendance, late assignments, due dates, or class
schedules—you may email your lab TA or me. Unfortunately, however, we can not
answer any questions over email that are of a substantive nature concerning the
class material, assignments, or exams. Substantive issues are best discussed in per-
son. Please stop by the TAs’ or my office hours or email your TA or me to make an
appointment.

Laptop policy
e use of laptop computers during lecture meetings is not allowed. However, you
should bring your laptop to lab/review sessions.

Computing
Many data analysis problems require computation and wewill be using a free statis-
tical soware package called R and a frontend to that package called RStudio. Using
a free package allows you to work on your own computers and save money. You
should aend all classes and recitations to learn how to use R for each assignment
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and to budget time on assignments for the inevitable trial and error that will occur
while learning to use it. Over the course of the term, we will also produce notes
that will help you complete specific tasks in R. is class, though, is not a test of
your R ability; you should always feel free to ask the professor or teaching assistant
for help.

Class Schedule
Class schedule and the assigned readings for each lecture are found below. is
schedule is provisional; the lecture schedule may be adjusted according to the ac-
tual progress of the class and some assigned readings may be replaced by others.
If changes to the syllabus are made, you will be notified in advance via email.

Week 
e scientific study of politics
January th (Tue): First meeting. Introduction/syllabus review.

• Steve Lohr, “For Today’s Graduate, Just OneWord: Statistics,” New York Times
(August , ).

January th (u): e scientific study of politics. Research questions, theories,
concepts, and hypotheses.

• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter –.
• Agresti and Finlay, Chapter .

Week 
Research Design
January st (Tue): Research design I: Causal inference and design

• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter 
• William M. Trochim. .e Research Methods Knowledge Base, October .
http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/, Section on Design

January rd (u): Research design II: Experimental Data
• Kellstedt and Whien .–..
• Alan S. Gerber and Donald P. Green. . “Do Phone Calls Increase Voter
Turnout?: A Field Experiment.” e Public Opinion arterly  (): pp. –
. http://www.jstor.org/stable/3078786
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• Robert M. Bond et al. . “A -million-person experiment in social influ-
ence and political mobilization.” Nature , no.  (September): –.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature11421

• Daniel N. Posner. . “e Political Salience of Cultural Difference: Why
Chewas and Tumbukas Are Allies in Zambia and Adversaries in Malawi.”e
American Political Science Review  (): pp. –. http://www.jstor.org/
stable/4145323

• . “Random harvest; Free exchange.” e Economist , no.  (Decem-
ber ): –. http://search.proquest.com/docview/1468417286

Week 
NO LABS this week due to severe weather.
January th (Tue): CLASS CANCELLED due to severe weather.
January th (u): CLASS CANCELLED due to severe weather.

Week 
February th (Tue): Research Design III: Observational data

• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter .–..
• James H. Fowler. . “e Colbert Bump in Campaign Donations: More
Truthful than Truthy.” PS: Political Science and Politics  (): pp. –.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/20452245

February th (u): Measurement: levels of measurement, reliability and validity,
data collection, survey design, and sampling.

• Agresti and Finlay, Chapter ., .–.
• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter .–..
• William M. Trochim. .e Research Methods Knowledge Base, October .
http : / / www . socialresearchmethods . net / kb/, Sections Construct Validity
(Measurement Validity Types, Idea of Construct Validity, Convergent and
Discriminant Validity) and Reliability.

• William M. Trochim. .e Research Methods Knowledge Base, October .
http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/ Section on Sampling.

Week 
February th (Tue): CLASS CANCELLED due to severe weather.
February th (u): CLASS CANCELLED due to severe weather.
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Week 
February th (Tue): Descriptive statistics and visualizing data

• Agresti and Finlay, Chapter .–.
• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter .–..

February th (u): Descriptive statistics and visualizing data II

Week 
No labs this week. Extended office hours to be announced.
February th (Tue): Pre-Midterm Review.
February th (u): MIDTERM

Week 
Mar th (Tue): Probability distributions, the normal distribution.

• Agresti and Finlay, Chapter .–..
• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter .–..

Mar th (u): Sampling distributions, the Central Limit eorem.
• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter .–..
• Agresti and Finlay, Chapter .–..

Week 
Mar th (Tue): NO CLASS; Spring Break
Mar th (u): NO CLASS; Spring Break

Week 
Mar th (Tue): Confidence intervals

• Agresti and Finlay, Chapter .–.
Mar th (u): Hypothesis testing

• Agresti and Finlay, Chapter .–.
• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter .–.





Week 
Mar th (Tue): NO CLASS
Mar th (u): Population difference in means and proportions

• Agresti and Finlay, Chapter .–.
• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter ..

Week 
April st (Tue): Correlation and scaer plots

• Kellstedt and Whien, ..
• Agresti and Finlay, Chapter . and .

April rd (u): Bivariate linear regression I
• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter .–..
• Agresti and Finlay, Chapter .–..

Week 
April th (Tue): Bivariate linear regression II

• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter .–.
• Agresti and Finlay, Chapter .–..

April th (u): Multiple regression I: eory
• Kellsted and Whien, Chapter 
• optional Agresti and Finlay, Chapter .

Week 
April th (Tue): Multivariate regression II: Categorical independent variables, in-
teractions, variable transformations

• Kellstedt and Whien, Chapter 
• optional Agresti and Finlay, Chapter ., .-.

April th (u): Multiple regression III: Substantive significance, model fit, multi-
collinearity, overfiing

• Kellstedt and Whien, .–., .,
• optional Agresti and Finlay ., ., ., .





Week 
April nd (Tue): Multivariate regression IV: Interpreting regression results

• Kellstedt and Whien, .
• optional Agresti and Finlay, .

April th (u): Final review.

Final
May st (u): FINAL EXAM, –: pm.




